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Not really science fiction, but a scientific truth! This book may be the first good sense scientific
explanation of the aging process and "how exactly to" reverse it. It is a "must go through" for all
who are health-conscious. According to the theory, the reduced amount of accumulated wastes
is re verse aging. Unfortunately, our lifestyle, diet plan and environment prevent our body to get
rid of all the wastes that it generates. Steadily, these leftover acidic wastes accumulate
somewhere within our body. Since acid coagulates blood, the blood circulation near the waste
areas becomes poor, causing all kinds of degenerative diseases to develop. The author defines
growing older as the accumulation of non-disposed acidic wastes in the body. The body tries its
best to eliminate these acidic wastes through urine and perspiration. Alkaline water makers
(drinking water ionizers) have been in presence in Japan for a lot more than 40 years. The unit
and methods are getting wid ely found in Japan. This book explains how a few of the adult
degenerative illnesses are caused by an excessive amount of acidic wastes, and describes the
various scientific devices and solutions to reduce these wastes without any harmful unwanted
effects. Many in the alternative health industry of water ionizers, magnet and far-infrared devices
treat this book as the utmost comprehensive and up-to-time reference book of its kind in the
English vocabulary. The nutrients that people deliver to our cells burn off with oxygen and be
acidic wastes after giving energy to your body.
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Power packed with health information couple of people know about! This is the key
understanding when it comes to figuring out which foods are acidifying and those are alkalizing.
In his book titled Reverse Aging, Korean scientist, engineer, and inventor (holding many U.S.
patents) Sang Whang, tells us what maturing is. If you would like to stay healthy and young
forever, I totally recommend this book. Consequently, he can browse Japanese and Korean
analysis documents that do not get translated into English.. However, in the us, we translate less
than 10% of Japanese analysis papers into English.Reverse Aging is one of the best wellness
books We’ve ever read. The writer wants to live to be many hundred years old and he claims that
there is only ONE cause of aging in your body, specifically “the accumulation of acidic wastes in
your body.” He further says that “depending upon where the acids accumulate, the acids create
different symptoms.), non-medicinal devices such as those using sound or considerably infrared
waves, magnetism and others.”His book handles aging, water and food (including the importance
of alkaline water and and an alkalizing diet plan), common diseases (tumor, diabetes, arthritis,
etc. Five Stars great book This author has a to say and think what . Whang's description of
diseases and how they come to be is also very interesting. This can be the best health
publication I've ever examine or certainly among the top few and I’ve read a huge selection of
books on wellness over in regards to a 45-year period as a “health nut.” I go back to this book
regularly as the info in it is so logical, timely, practical and easy to understand. Basic,
substantive, intuitive &YAY! My action item is to look acquire water ionizer to produce good
quality alkaline and acidic water and a much infrared sleeping pad. Great book! I have been
health conscious, worked in health industry, train yoga and watch services and concepts. This
reserve gets the most amazing information on the variety of age reversing strategies. Everything
I knew in bits and pieces was really summed up here with many absolutely brand-new ideas of
anti-aging which make a lot of sense..It has some scientific terms and explanations which might
be hard to follow for a lot of unfamiliar with chemistry, but I loved it seeing that I have a lot of
understanding in body functions.We made a lot of notes and ordered some other books
recommended by author.) affect the pH of the body. This writer can do something that few
people can do: read, create and speak fluent Korean, Japanese and English. I really don't know
what was updated in the most recent because I decided to purchase a duplicate of the older
edition and am very content with that copy. I would choose the prior edition.What's missing from
this book is an excellent description of what to do on a day-to-day time basis to become alkaline.
Would like previous edition. Wonderful scientist and data! Great service and book. Best data I've
found on the Alkaline drinking water and diet health subjects. The failing acid condition provides
been arrested and turned around to an upward spiral today. By far the best book. informative
Book gets behind the scene on a lot of buzz word and hype around ph level, acidic, alkaline and
drives home the essential cause of degenerative disease and ageing seeing that excessive
accumulation of acidity in the body as well as powerful ways to heal that aren't widely know in
america.! Feeling great again, thanks! Great overview of the science behind alkaline diets This
was one of the first books I picked up after reading Dr. Young's "The pH Miracle", which had left
me with more questions than answers.. Whang explains - in simple English anyone can
understand - the chemical substance and physical science which makes alkaline diets function.If
you're looking to understand the science behind alkaline diet programs, this book is a mustbrowse.Mr.. In the first few chapters of the reserve, he provides reader the essential
understanding of how the human body functions - from a chemical substance perspective. He
doesn't make assumptions or rely on annectodal data - he displays the reader the way the laws
and regulations of physics and chemistry impact the chemical reactions in the body.Armed with

this information, he then tells the reader the way the basic elements of foods (minerals, calcium,
phosphorus, etc. Right now in the process of researching the merchandise he described. A lot of
us want to die from old age and not some disease.His approach is very straight forward, crystal
clear, and matter-of-fact.. This is very special book written by an Engineer and and Inventor and
its own about health but with a different strategy.This is a little book but don't let that deter you
from reading it. If you're seriously interested in getting healthy through an alkaline diet, you need
to to read this book (and in addition find another reserve that gives step-by-step instructions for
how to proceed).Nonetheless, I think Mr. Once again, giving scientific reasons why and how they
function to alkalize your body. It seems as though the current reserve was copied from the
previous book and reduced - very hard to read. Whang's book is excellent. As a matter of fact, the
only book There is that has practical strategy and step-by-step instructions for becomong
alkaline (including what to do tomorrow) is normally <a href="[...]">this acid alkaline diet</a>
book.He goes a stage further in his explanation of non-medicinal wellness improvement products
that are mainly utilized far away. He only mentions drinking alkaline waters. He undergoes more
information on diseases, gives specific known reasons for all of them (from an alkaline diet
viewpoint) and tells the reader how exactly to reverse them. Outstanding This is another
changing life book. It all started with "The Enzyme Aspect" but after that you need to know more
and you simply can't prevent.Mr.. In one short chapter, he discusses conventional theories of
maturing and debunks them..What I loved about this book was the way Mr. This author includes
a to say and think what he believes... He was previously a consultant to a Japanese firm and
found out that japan translate most of the analysis papers performed in English into
Japanese.He then goes on to show how an acidic life style and diet affects your body, how the
body tries to maintain its chemical substance integrity, and what the resulting strain does, when
it comes to reactions, illnesses, etc.This is the point of view of an Engineer and not your
physician but and apart a few chemical reactions that may be difficult to some, the Entire book
makes extreme sense and can give you a new perspective about life, health insurance and diet..
Whang doesn't approach alkaline balance like the majority of other authors who just tell you
firmly to eat this and not eat that.. THANKS Four Stars Very good book..Right now should you
move with his way of thinking you ? Five Stars GREAT ITEM.. Five Stars liked it Five Stars nice
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